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WELCOME TO THE PROGRAMME

We are delighted to present to you the long awaited 
(Non) Executive China Programme. Especially in times 
when political issues are influencing our perception of 
the relation with China, it is important that we remain 
connected with business networks in China and continue 
to invest in the mutual understanding of the business 
dynamics and governance in this emerging world power. 

This programme is your chance to find out for yourself 
and make your own judgement. We aspire to empower 
both executives and non-executives of China-focused 
companies by joining this programme. 

China is becoming an increasingly important business 
partner for European companies as relations between 
China and the United States are cooling down. In Europe, 
corporate leaders - both executives and non-executives 
- need to redefine their China strategy; not only from a 
commercial, but also from a governance and cultural 
perspective. 

We developed the programme together with our partner 
the Cheung Kong Graduate School of Business (CKGSB), 
one of the leading business schools in China.

A warm welcome to you. We are proud of this ambitious 
programme which surely will contribute to a better 
mutual understanding of China-Europe relations.

So join us to China and find out yourself. 

Maarten den Ottolander
Managing Partner Hemingway Professional Governance

We look forward to meeting you in June.

Xiang Bing
Founding Dean of CKGSB

WHAT
You will learn through interactive 
discussions, company visits, cultural 
activities and meetings with members of 
the highly rated alumni network of the 
CKGSB. You will visit various Chinese 
cities, enjoy top level lectures by CKGSB 
and meet management of leading 
companies such as Alibaba. 

WHO
This programme is designed for global 
minded (Non) Executives who are involved 
and interested in European-Chinese 
business (opportunities). Those who want 
to get a better understanding of governance 
and business dynamics in China and who 
want to discover by themselves what is 
really going on in China. 



“An extremely interesting moment to visit 
China and an unique programme to see for 

your self what is really happening”
- Jochum Haakma -



(NON) EXECUTIVE CHINA PROGRAMME 20-26 JUNE

Day 1: 20th June Saturday Beijing 
• Culture Tour to the Royal Cuisine Museum (皇家菜博物馆)
• Chinese Royal Cuisine Banquet

Day 2: 21st June Sunday Beijing 
• Culture Tour to the the Great Wall
• Lunch
• Culture Tour to Hutong & Beihai Park
• Lecture by Cross-Cultural Management - Bo JI, Assistant Dean
• Cultural dinner with China CEO participants

Day 3: 22nd June Monday Beijing 
• Lecture by Prof. XIANG Bing, Founding Dean, Globalization and China’s model of   
 economic development: an historical and global perspective
• Lecture by Prof. LI Yang, Lecture Internet Marketing in China
• Lunch
• Company visit to JD.com: Chinese Amazon
• Networking dinner with CKGSB alumni   

Day 4: 23th June Tuesday Beijing
• Lecture by Prof. TENG Bingsheng, Winning Strategies in China
• Lecture by Bo JI, Assistant Dean, Corporate Governance in China and 
 fundamental differences between the European and Chinese governance principles
• Company visit to ByteDance - Tiktok: One of the most influentical social media
• Bus transfer 
• Flight to Shenzhen

Day 5: 24th June Wednesday Shenzhen 
• Lecture by Prof. Zhang Xiaomeng/Christina Fang, How to lead effectively 
 in a disruptive but convereging world
• Lunch
• Company visit to Huawei: Telecom giant
• Bus transfer 
• Culture Tour to Huaqiangbei: World-famous eletronics market

Day 6: 25th June Thursday Shenzhen 
• Lecture by Prof. GAN Jie, Innovation in China
• Lunch
• Company visit to Tencent: Internet giant
• Bus transfer
• Networking dinner

Day 7: 26th June Friday Shenzhen
• Company visit to Company Visit 3NOD: One of the largest  
 OEM/ODM/OPM manufacturers
• Lunch at 3NOD
• Expert Advisory Panel Q&A Session - Tax, Audit, Legal, Business Practics Support
 experts from KWM, KPMG, PwC, etc
• Certificate Award Feedback & Program Evaluation and the End

* The programme is subject to alterations
 



“China is not developing towards being 
a super power; it already is. 

This requires a different approach to 
China and reset of relations” 

- Annette Nijs -



ABOUT CHEUNG KONG GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Cheung Kong Graduate School of Business (CKGSB) aims to cultivate business leaders 
with a global vision, a humanistic spirit and a strong sense of social responsibility. 
Established in Beijing in 2002 with generous support from the Li Ka Sheng Foundation, 
CKGSB is China’s first faculty-governed, non-profit, independent business school. 
CKGSB pioneered the integration of the humanities into its curricula and was the first 
business school to develop a philanthropy programme.

Our network of international alumni, more than half of whom are at the Chairman 
or CEO level, collectively lead one-fifth of China’s most valuable brands. The alumni 
community is supported by the active involvement of Jack Ma, CEO at Alibaba and 
alumnus of CKGSB.

Facts
• 12K+ Alumni worldwide
• 50% of alumni are at the CEO or Chairman level
• 66 of the Fortune China Top 500 companies in 2017 were led by CKGSB alumni
• 10 CKGSB alumni were in HBR China’s list of “100 Best Performing CEOs” in 2017

ABOUT THE CHINA AGENDA
Annette Nijs, founder of TheChinaAgenda, is the former Dutch Cabinet Minister for 
Education, Science and Culture. For a decade she was Executive Director of China 
Europe International Business School, retiring from her position only recently. She 
received the China’s Central Government Friendship Award. TheChinaAgenda is our 
partner in further developing our Business Governance Programmes both in Europe 
and China.   

ABOUT HEMINGWAY PROFESSIONAL GOVERNANCE 
Hemingway Professional Governance provides top level non-executive education 
programmes, board evaluations and non-executive search and is located in the financial 
district of Amsterdam with offices in The Hague, London and Beijing. Hemingway is 
independent, well respected, innovative and ambitious. The company was founded in 
2013 and became market leader within 4 years. Most corporate companies and national 
institutions are partners in the programmes. Participation in the programmes and 
database is by invitation only. This approach enables Hemingway to maintain the high 
level the company strives for and that has resulted in one of the most prestigious and 
innovative non-executive networks in The Netherlands expanding in Europe.



Facts
• Network of over 7000 experienced non-executives
• Annual education of around 120 non-executives  

by invitation only
• Over 200 top level non-executives and knowledge 

partners of leading companies and institutions are 
participating in our activities.

• Winner of the International Capital Conference award in 
Beijing on Chinese-European good governance



Expenses are GBP 8,800 excl VAT
Included are hotels, study material, dinners and transportation within China
Excluded are inbound flight to Beijing and outbound flight from Shenzhen or 
Hong Kong

MORE INFORMATION
Please contact Jorinde Nuninga, programme director Hemingway Professional 
Governance at nuninga@hemingway-pg.nl or 0031 (0)20 7981 365.


